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LFO
THE BUS
PASSES HERE

The LFO for the drive-thru washing
of buses and trams is Ceccato’s
definitive solution for the cleaning
and care of these vehicles.

LFO offers
reliability, as demonstrated by the notable quantity
of units installed, and excellent price-performance ratio
for the lowest operating costs ever;
electronic intelligence for safe management of non-standard
profiles, mirrors, or other exterior components;
the option of using recycled water for increased energy
savings and reduced environmental impact;
increased productivity with a continuous cycle – up to
60 vehicles per hour, more than 400 buses per night –
to keep your fleet spic-and-span for the utmost passenger
satisfaction and comfort.

Ideal for transportation companies
and public transportation, LFO boasts
easy use and maintenance in a functional
and durable context.
With LFO, cleaning and your business
are always on the move.

Main features
TECHNICAL FEATURES

LFO is a stationary unit, with a frame made of six hot dip galvanized columns,
anchored to the floor.
The columns are connected together, longitudinally and crosswise,
by hollow longerons along which all electric and pneumatic connections
are running. All metallic frame parts and the hydraulic components are treated
and protected against corrosion and rust; powder painting of the hot dip
galvanised frame is available as option.
The LFO range of units is flexible and can meet every washing requirement;
all units can be operated with recycled water.
Versions
There are 4 different basic version of the electromechanically controlled washing system, with 4, 5, 6 or 7 brushes.
The washing height of the standard machines is 4,5 meter. All versions are also available to wash vehicles
up to 3,5 meter height.
The models with 4 and 6 brushes can be delivered with closed frame (top cross beams connecting
the frame columns) as well as in the open version, to wash trams with pantograph.

Unit equipment:
.Side brushes
.they are fixed to the side frame by means of arms, which rotating movement is designed in order to keep
the brushes perfectly in contact with the front, the sides and the back of the vehicle during the washing cycle
.opening and closing of the brush arms are controlled by pneumatic cylinders
.the working pressure is pneumatically adjusted
.Top brush
.the group is mounted on an oscillating system
.a counterweight system is controlling the brush, in order to keep a uniform and constant pressure
on the vehicle roof
.pneumatic cylinders – controlled by electrovalves and flow regulators - determine the movements
of the side and top brushes
.the polyethylene modular brush elements can be easily replaced as they are individually fastened
with bolts to the brush shafts
.Photocells to detect vehicle position
.mounted on posts of frame, hot dip galvanised
.Traffic light system
.hot dip galvanised frame, with red and green lamps
.Electric panel
.the main electric panel can be installed on board of the machine or into a separate control cabinet
.2 pumps, 4 cv each
.feeding the washing and rinsing section: separate water supply to the front (wash) and rear (rinsing)
part of the tunnel
.Pneumatic circuit with pressostats
.opening and closing of the side brushes controlled through valves
.Condensate discharge on the air filter intake side

Unit control system

Technical features

The main switch of the machine is fitted on the electric cabinet. The wash programs can be selected
on a remote panel with following controls:

Model

LFO 445

LFO 545

LFO 645

LFO 745

Item

LFO 435

LFO 535

LFO 635

LFO 735

Unit
of
meas.

1

N°

.Auxiliary circuits selector switch
.Emergency stop pushbutton

Top brush

.Brushes opening pushbuttons

Side brushes
Bay length

1
4
12,9

13,0

14,0

Bay width

.Wash programs selector switch
1.Automatic mode
.the tunnel works intermittently when the cadence of arrival of the vehicles is irregular
.when the presence of a vehicle is detected by the firs photocells, the wash cycle starts automatically
and stops when the vehicle leaves the tunnel
.the pumps are switched on and off according to the position of the vehicle into the tunnel
2.Continuous mode
.to wash a number of vehicles in a row, the continuous mode can be selected
.this operation mode remains activated from the moment it is manually started until it is switched off
by pushbutton, or deactivated through the main auxiliary circuit
.the water pumps remain always in operation
.this operation mode allows a reduction of power consumption. Furthermore, the number of switching on
and off is reduced, thus increasing the lifetime of motors and components
.Start pushbutton
.is needed for the first vehicle only
.optional groups selector switches: pre wash cleaner, medium pressure, wax, underchassis wash, mirrors jumping
system, electric driven busses

Max unit height (mod 45)

Operation (if the machine is equipped with top brush)

4,70

Main options
.Wheel guides

.Underchassis wash

.Pre wash cleaner arch

.Drying arch

.Medium pressure pre wash arch

.Splash guards

14,5

m
m

5,60

4,70

5,60

m

Useful washing height (mod 45)

4,50

m

Useful washing height (mod 35)

3,50

m

Unit width

4,80

m

Unit width in operation

da 5,25 a 5,38

m

Useful washing width

da 2,50 a 2,70

m

230 / 400

V

24

V

Power supply
Control voltage
Installed power

10,29 (14)

11,77 (16)

13,2 (18)

15,0 (20,4)

kW (cv)

Pumps power

3 (4)

kW (cv)

Pumps delivery rate

7200

L/h

4,3

bar

Water pressure at the pump
Power consumption per wash*

0,17

Wash cleaner consumption per wash*
Cycle time*
Some of the data have been measured washing a 14 meters long vehicle.

As soon as the traffic light system switches to green, the vehicle can start to move through the washing unit.
When the vehicle intercepts the first photocells, the water pump and the side brushes are put in operation.
The vehicle reaches then the second row of photocells and the top brush starts its rotation to wash the roof.
The last couple of photocells, controls the closing of the counter rotating brushes on the vehicle front.
The vehicle drives on pushing the brushes and thus washing its front. The brushes are pushed open and rest
on the vehicle sides to wash them. The other two side brushes are open and will now also close on the vehicle,
washing its sides and the back. The washing cycle stops when the last photocells are released by the rear side
of the vehicle leaving the tunnel.

N°

5,50

Water consumption per wash*

.Wax application arch

6

* indicative values

0,20

0,22

0,25

kWh

300 / 500

ml

400

l

1,0 / 2,0

min

One which takes us beyond our limits and habits
to let us try different routes and explore new horizons,
with a dedication to results and a drive to innovate,
aware of goals reached, and ready for new challenges.
In this world so mobile we’re taking cleaning further,
to where true hygiene, ecology and value become one,
where a means of transport is truly about comfort,
wellbeing and freedom; and where our ideas,
research and technology are blending to build the future.
It will be an exciting journey: we’ll take it together.

Ceccato s.p.a.

via selva maiolo 5/7
36075 Alte Ceccato
di Montecchio Maggiore
Vicenza - Italy

t +39 0444 708 411
f +39 0444 708 405
info@ceccato.it
www.ceccato.it

Technical data are subject to variations; the Manufacturer reserves the right to update the documentation, without any obligation to inform the
customer about the changes. Pictures are not binding – for information only – subject to technical changes without prior notice.

There’s always
another road
to choose.

